How to Hang Your Art

Wherever you decide to hang your art, you need a reliable system suitable for not only
the artworks but also the walls. Featuring a top rim that connects with the ceiling, the
railing system is made for the perfectionist: with this option, the ceiling, wall and
hanging system all unite smoothly. Hanging your art properly is important for
aesthetical reasons, but also to avoid damaging your beloved works, no matter how big
or small they are.
ISA Art Advisory provides an art hanging system with clip-on railing, which consists of
200 cm long rails made of aluminum. They also come in white, therefore they are
suitable for all interiors and virtually undetectable. You never have to worry about
artworks falling down again or ugly nail holes ruining your walls, because each rail can
carry up to 25 kg per meter! The perlon cord is almost invisible and very resistant, but if
you have some extremely heavy wall decorations to hang, we can also provide thin steel
cable.

Besides safely displaying your art collection, this hanging system offers other great
benefits. It provides flexibility for seamlessly arranging and re-arranging your collection,
or moving it from one wall to another. You can redecorate your home or office as often
as you wish, without drilling new holes and damaging the walls each time.
To get the most out of our art hanging system, it is best to plan ahead and install it at
the beginning of your building project or when you are renovating. This will guarantee
that it blends perfectly with the ceiling, offering a truly invisible hanging system. If you
would like to hang some artworks on the walls of your current living or working space,
this is not a problem as you can always easily install the rails to existing walls.
Get in touch with the professional art management team at ISA Art Advisory, we will be
happy to give you more information and find the best solution for you and your
artworks!
Go to ISA Art Advisory website

